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"A good concept on a reliable technology" 

/Nsurance2 is a modular application system designed to support core business processes of an insurance 

company. Built on a reliable technology, it improves the processes of sales, underwriting and policy 

administration, claims and benefits handling as well as financial and accounting activities. 

1. Functionality
Functional design and reliable technology improves the processes of sales , portfolio administration and the processing and
claims/benefits settlement.

2. The simplicity of use
The only knowledge necessary for using the application is your knowledge of
insurance business

3. Continuous improvement
The continuous improvement of the system enables the development and
launching of new products in the insurance market. The actuaries are enabled to
define rapidly new insurance products by combining insured objects, risks,
conditions and tariffs.

4. Open architecture
With its technological architecture the system is open for the development of new
interfaces, user interfaces as well as interfaces to other application systems.
This enables the support of various sales channels as well as connecting to other
information systems.

5. Safety and monitoring of access to information
By defining the user rights to the level of the insurer's product and business
process ensures a high level of safety and monitoring of information, while the
systematic recording of accesses and changes to the information ensures the
control of activities.

6. Scalability
The system supports business processes of insurance companies of various sizes;
from insurance company starting its business to the insurers with a large number
of users and millions of policies a year.
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The application system is designed and developed for web environments. The user can access the application 

from any computer and independently create reports and documents in the supported formats. 

The installation of the product on the Java based web application server enables distributed access to all users from any computer and central system 
maintenance and administration. The system is made up of a few hundred screen forms for input, change and browse of information. 
Along with the pre-defined reports, the users are provided with the possibility to create their own reports and documents, according their own needs 
and set criteria. The system provides outputs in various formats such as PDF, HTML, Excel, TXT, XML supported with the possibility to schedule 
generation of a report which can be delivered to the user by e-mail. 

Tehnology 
1Nsurance2 is based on a reliable Oracle technology; Oracle Database server llg Release 2 and 
Oracle Fusion Middleware Forms llg R2 (Oracle WebLogic server llg R2). 
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